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Oblique case and concord in Hindi Noun Phrases: Evidence from Language Acquisition 
 
The presence of overt case morphology or postpositions on a Hindi noun phrase obligatorily 
requires a class of nouns to appear in its oblique form, if the noun belongs to an inflecting 
declension (Butt & King 2004, Spencer 2005, Kachru 2006, among others). This class of nouns 
includes –aa ending masculine singular (1), masculine plural (2), and vowel ending feminine plural 
nominals (2) (Kidwai, 2014).  
(1) laRke   -ne  guRiyaa  -ko  becaa  

boy.OBL.M.SG -ERG doll.F.SG -ACC sell-PERF.M.SG. 
‘The boy sold the doll’ 

(2) laRkiyoN   -ne  guRiyaaoN   -ko  becaa  
girls.OBL.F.PL -ERG dolls.OBL.F.PL -ACC sell-PERF.M.SG 
‘the girls sold the dolls’ 

Oblique morphology also appears as concord on modifiers of a Complex Noun Phrase (CNP) in 
the presence of a postposition, such as that on demonstrative pronouns and adjectives, as seen in 
(3), and the possessive marker, as seen in (4). The term modifier here is used to include all 
modifying constituents in a CNP such as demonstrative pronouns, adjectives and possessive 
marker that display identical declension. 
(3) is     ache    bacce    -ne  haath dhoye  

this.OBL.SG good.OBL.M.SG child.OBL.M.SG -ERG hand wash-PERF 
‘this good child washed (his) hands’ 

(4) laRkii  ke    bhaaii   -ko  panii  cahiye 
girl  -KA.OBL.M.SG brother.M.SG -DAT water want 
‘the girl’s brother wants water’ 

This paper looks at oblique morphology on nouns as well as in CNPs in the grammar of 46 Hindi 
speaking children aged 23 to 71 months. Data collected in a series of language production 
experiments, children were found to acquire the rules of oblique morphology on items of functional 
categories with accuracy much earlier than lexical items which need to be internalized 
individually. This is attested by nearly 100% accuracy in the use of suppletive forms for oblique 
marked pronouns contrasted with 15% rate of errors of omission for obligatory oblique inflection 
on lexical nouns, as seen in (5) (oblique omissions underlined, and age of child in parentheses).  
(5) laRkaa  -ke liye  baRaa  aeroplane (61 months) 

boy BENEFACTIVE big.M.SG aeroplane 
‘a big airplane for the boy’ 

In contexts of obligatory oblique on both the noun and its modifier, the rate of error was 7% for 
omissions on both noun and modifier, as seen in (6), and 6% where oblique is correctly marked on 
the modifier, but omitted on the noun, as seen in (7). There were no instances where oblique is 
correctly marked on the head noun, but omitted on the modifier.   
(6) vo  laRkaa ke paas  ek  flower  hE  (4;4) 

that boy with  one flower AUX.PRS. 
‘that boy has a flower’ 

(7) boy  ke    maTkaa  -me  water  hE (4;2) 
boy -KA.OBL.M.SG waterpot -LOC water AUX.PRS 
‘There is water in the boy’s pot’ 

Besides, a 13% error rate was seen in CNP structures where the head noun belonged to a non-
inflecting class, but the modifier required obligatory oblique form, as can be seen in (8).  
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(8) …vo  laRkii  -ne sorry  bol diyaa  (4;4) 
 That girl -ERG sorry say give-PERF. 
‘… that girl said sorry’ 

A majority of the errors described above were concentrated in the data of 7 participants only, and 
a look at the grammatical appearance of oblique in the language of these children, juxtaposed with 
the types of errors as described above, provides insights into the developing grammar as it 
progresses to adult fluency.  
This data suggests that oblique morphology on the head nominal functions as a trigger for oblique 
concord on modifying constituents, which is indicated by errors of omission on modifying 
constituents of CNPs where the head noun is of a non-inflecting type, as well as zero errors where 
oblique has been omitted on the modifier of an oblique marked head noun. 
The paper discusses the two distinct syntactic phenomena that oblique morphology consists of: 
oblique case licensed by a postposition on a noun, and oblique concord on the modifying 
constituents of a CNP. While both of these are morphologically realized in the language on an 
inflecting class of nouns and modifiers, the later of these also happens to coincide with the 
appearance of feature agreement in gender and number with the head noun, as can be seen in (3) 
and (4) above. If noun phrase internal agreement is assumed to be the morphological realization 
of a similar operation as that assumed for verb agreement in the clausal domain (Baker 2008), then 
it appears logical to assume oblique concord to be part of the same operation. Counter arguments 
supported by empirical evidence from adult grammar as well as the acquisition data, are presented 
to claim that oblique concord cannot be part of the same agreement process in the CNP and can 
only take place once agreement features have been morphologically realized.  
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